
With his potience ond positive
ottitude, Jomes Durront

gets stroight to ihe nub of
his students' problems,

Tully Potter tolks to Scotlond's
fovourite violo teocher
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--'--" and inhis performing days a party

piece was Sounds Around, by his

friend Edward McGuire, in which

But for o coplice of fote that made

him a musician with ears that could

not tolerate flying, James Durrant's
career might have taken him to all
corners of the globe. As it was, he

settled for illuminating one corner.

And, as player and teacheq, he has

done more for the viola in Scotland
than anyone. You could even say

that Durrant, an Englishman, has

made up for the fact that the most

celebrated Scots violist, William
Primrose, did not take up the

instrument until he had long
shaken the dust of his native land
off his feet.

It would be easy to depict Jimmy
Durrant as an eccentric, especially

if you have seen him on the concert

platform. He plays a battered
modern viola (by Giovanni Balti
Morassi, Cremon4 1974) which he

ran over in his car 22 years ago

having le{t the case on the ground;

the stage was strewn with all
manner of household utensils -
many of them manipulated by his

wife Dawry a former percussionist.
The two of them live in an enor-

mous old house in Glasgow, full of
rooms packed with clocks and

outlandish bric-a-brac. People come

and go constantly. Only one of the

four Durrant offspring, cellist
Laura, is usually in residence but
you can fall over her practising in
one room, while in others McGuire
is busy on his latest work, Durrant

is giving a lesson, Dawn is organis-
ing her manifold activities, and
various other rooms are occupi. -.

by students. When the Durrants
move out later this year, after 30

years in the place, it will be the end

of one era -but knowing jimmy,

even at 75 he has several more eras

within his capabilities. For this man
is far from being an eccentric. His
life has been built on unremitting
hard work that still takes him out of
the house five days a week to teach,

coach or conduct at the Dougias
Academy, St Mary's Music Schooi

in Edinburgh, Hutchinson's
Grammar School and the Royal

Scottish Academy of Music and

Drama (RSAMD). His secret is that
whatever he does, he enjoys it.

Born in Bournemouth on
23 November l929,Durrant sta -1
the violin at eight although he says

that'there was no music in the
family'. Durrant Senior died the

same year but on his deathbed he

said that ]immy must carry on with
his music. Durrant recalls the early
days: 'My teacher was Cecil White
of the Bournemouth Symphony

Orchestr4 who gave me a very
good grounding.My mother could

only afford half an hour but my
lesson would last a whole evening.'
Durrant had to leave school at 14

to go to work; but the music

continued. 'Cecil would get me

into the pit at the Pavilion, where
they did ballets, shows and

concerts,' he remembers.
'Frederick Grinke came to play
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and Primrose came and did the
'Handel' Concerto [by Casadesus]

in (4. When I heard Primrose,
tha. was it. Luckily my teacher had
a viola and I started to play it.'

After stjnts playing bassoon in

the Royal Artillery Band, as part of
his national service, and in the Ford

Motor Works Band, Durrant found
his way back to the viola and to

Bournemouth as a member of the

symphony orchestra there. He

describes the set-up: 'There were

only four violas on contract and

you did three concerts a week, one

classical, one lighter and one very
light. When you play 150 concerts

a year you see a lot of music. Many
teachers today tell you that you're
a failure if you're in an orchestra.'
Of himself he says modestly:
'I "-- rk I had a certain amount
of rratural ability. I could play a
bit and the more I practised, the

better I played.'
In 1957 he went to Glasgow

as principal viola of the Scottish
National Orchestra (SNO). He
was headhunted for the London
Symphony Orchestra principal's
job but on the flight down to
London he burst an eardrum and

he realised overseas tours were out.

So he stayed in Glasgow, becoming

central to music making there, as

the SNO played for Scottish Opera.
There was also the Scottish Baroque

Ensemble, led by that extraordinary
violinist Leonard Friedmary of
whom Durrant says: 'I did the

Sinfonia concertante with him

a few times - he b
out of me.'

best

Durrant began to commission
works from Scottish composers,

starting with Martyr by Edward
McGuire, who also wrote guitar
and trombone concertos for
Durrant's Glasgow Festival Strings.

Philip Norris wrote Brandenburg 90

for the group, with the same

scoring as Bach's Brandenburg
Concerto no.3, and other
commissions came in from Michael

Norris, David Dorward, William
Wordsworth, Craig Armstrong,

John Maxwell Geddes, Edward
Harper and Thomas Wilson. He

gave the premiere of John McCabe's

Concerto funbbre and was on the

radio virtually every week, often

with a new piece. With orchestra
he broadcast such works as

Hindemith's Kammer musik no.S,

Benjamin's Romantic Fantasy for
violin and viola and the concertos

by Bart6k, Alian Hawthorne-Baker
and John Purser.

In 1964 he began teaching at

the RSAMD, where he went on to

become head of orchestral studies
and strings between 1989 and1.994.

'I was offered the job because the

Scottish Piano Trio wanted a viola,'
he says with typical sel{-depreca-

tion. 'We formed the Scottish Piano

Quartet and did all the piano
quartets.'At the RSAMD he started
with just two pupils, one being the
well-known Glaswegian violist
Alistair Beattie, and since then his

students have become ubiquitous, >
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OPPOSITE Dutront on the doorstep of his G osgow
home, which he is leoving ofler 30 yeors

ABOVE cooching students ot the Douglos Acodemy
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.EVERY 
PUPIL HAS INDIVIDUAL PROBLEMS, THE

ONLY CONSTANT THING IS THAT I NEVER RUN OUI

OF PATIENCE. IT'S AN ESSENTIAL COMMODW
FOR A TEACHER, I CAN'T DO WITH SHOUTING'

among them James Sleigh,

Scott Dickinson, Duncan Ferguson

and Gillianne Haddow.
Durrant has taught virtually all

ages - when he went to Douglas

Academy five years ago he was

given four beginners, two of whom
now have Crade 8 and are going on

to greater things. He explains his

teaching philosophy:'A new pupil

- at any age or level - has to under-
stand the reasoning behind correct

posture and bowing. It's usually
best to demonstrate. At the outset
I usually work out simple bow and

fingering exercises. For the very
young, there are excellent modern

tutors which make learning fun,

while teaching the rudiments.
From fairly early on I use basic to

advanced scale and study books,

plus Watson Forbes's daily
exercises and small doses of Sevir'L.

They do arpeggios, broken arpeg-

gios, go on to octaves and then to

thirds - I'm a great believer in

thirds. When a suitable standard is

reached I move o. to_Kreuzlgl$-
Studies Books 1-5. which c,-rver

E

work in ail positions as well as

giving a good idea of the bowing
techniques required to go forward
to the studies of Kreutzer and Rode.

I expect all my students to get

through every Rode study. They

have a real musical content. People

never tire of Rode, although they

will tire of Kreutzer.'
He likes to get on to'real music'

as soon as possible.'Many Baroque

works are suited to less advanced
players - Telemann, Marcello,
Handel's Sonata in C,'he points

out. 'It's helpful to use suitable
movements from the Bach suites,

which go well on the viola, plus

more modern music for early
grades - the Associated Board lists

are a good source. Concertos that
can be used for an intermediate

stage are Telemann,pgggb_
Schubert, Zeltel the Stamitzes -
there are many others in the same

category. Irlaying duets and trios is

the best way of getting young
players to listen - after all, a viola
player's iife is spent listening.'
While I was a guest of the Durrants
I overheard him playing a Hummel
trio with two viola students, taking
the cello part himself on his viola.

Durrant continues in his

enthusiasm for the viola literature.
'The viola repertoire, though not as

big as the violin's, does include
many fine, varied works, mostly
written in the past 100 years -
B1och, Dale, Brittery Hindemith,
Milhaud, Vaughan Williams,
Shostakovich, Berkeley,' he says.

'The Walton Concerto is very good

- you can even use it as a tutor -
and I iike the David Concerto.

good and tuneful. There isn't a org

sonata repertoire. I like the Rebecca

Clarke, and the [Bernd Alois]
Zimmermann is a fine sonata. One

of the problems with the repertoire

is that it's either relatively easy or
very difficult, which means tech-

nique has to be well grounded and

secure to overcome the problems of

some works - and the teacher has

to nag on until the basics are 100

per cent under control.'
Much as he loves the viola,

Durrant is not blind to its disadvan-
tages, which he describes: 'To get

a good spiccato, you have to adopt
a more aggressive attitude. With
the violin you can do a nice sautill6
and the bow will bounce of its >
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TOP lhe Bournemoulh Symphony Orcheslro with conduclor Ihomos Beechom

Durront (second from r ght) jo ned the orchestro ofler his nol ono servlce

ABOVE pupils stress Dutroni's unconny eor ond reody sense of humoul
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own accord. On the viola,
everything has to be more

controlled or the notes won't
speak.'He emphasises that anY

unevenness in vibrato is noticeable

at the slower speed required to

make the viola sound.'Vibrato must
be controlled, rhythmically, with the

proper number of wobbles. I like a
nice wrist vibrato, myself. Arm
vibrato doesn't always work - it's
very intense; you end up with a

hard vibrato. My students have to

"]br"t" 
t" t*.it ,

eishts... I set the metronome. lt'.
the -.me with trills. The sound I'
th. ^,i"g$h""e to get awav

from the fast vibrato. You have

to work to get the sound.'

He also acknowledges that there

can be physical problems: 'I've got

a girl student of 13 who's verY

small but can get round the

instrument. Other people are very
big but can't manage it. But I've
met few people who've wanted
to do the viola who can't do it.' He

does not insist on pupils holding
the instrument ftat:'The camber of

the viola is more than that of the

violin, so if you slant the viola a

little, the bow arm does not have to

be so high. Ninety per cent of
students don't have a good bow
arm when they come to me.

Perhaps it's because you can hear

what the left hand is doing
but the bow is out of sight. A lot of
teachers don't know how the bow
arm works. There are many tech-

niques but a natural position is
generally the best. With the bow
arm, I'm a great believer in angles

- you make an imaginary box.'

Pupils stress Durrant's
positive attitude, his Patience

and persistence, his knack of going

straight to the nub of a difficulty
and resolving it with clarity, his

uncanny ea{, his ability to make

them want to do well and his ready

sense of humour. Though he clearly

has his methods, he does not have

a Method. He explains: 'Methods

are fit-all. People come with shorter

arms, longer arms, shorter necks,

Ionger necks. Every pupil has

individual problems and what is
OK for a 5ft pupil may not work
for a 6ft 8in one! I do something

different for each student. They

learn at their own speeds, so you
must work out a scheme for every

player. The only constant thing is
that I never run out of Patience.
It's an essential commodity for a

teacher. I can't do with shouting.'
Durrant has made feu'

recordings. On a 1994CD (A1to

Records CD1) he featured works bY

McGuire - playing all three parts

himself in Martyr and all 20 in the

Divertimento - as well as Circe by

Janet Beat and Apt by Maxwell
Geddes. He has had his share of

honours: the Scottish Society of
Composers PRS Award in 1987, the

MBE for services to music in 1989

and a fellowship of the RSAMD.

He and Dawn ran Scottish Viola
International at the RSAMD in
1.979 and1.9\1.

This year will be a big one for
him, because of moving house.

A similarly stressful time led to

the accident with his viola, as he

recounts: 'It was the day our
daughter Alice was born. After
I ran over it it was like a dead

thing. Graham Wright repaired

it. I've stuck by that viola - I'm
attached to it.' E

.VIBRATO 
MUST BE CONTROLLED, RHYIHMICALLV

WITH THE PROPER NUMBER OF WOBBLES, I LIKE

A N|CE WRIST VIBRATO, MYSELF, ARM VIBRATO
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